
 

Memories Preserved: Top Photographer Options in Kolkata 

In the bustling city of Kolkata, where every corner is brimming with culture, history, and vibrant 

life, preserving precious moments through photography is a cherished tradition. Whether it's 

capturing the joy of weddings, the innocence of childhood, or the beauty of everyday life, hiring a 

skilled photographer ensures that these memories are immortalized for generations to come. Here 

are some top photographer options in Kolkata who excel at preserving cherished memories through 

their lens. 

 

1. Ayan Mukherjee Photography: Ayan Mukherjee is a renowned Photographer in Kolkata 

known for his exceptional skills in capturing candid moments and emotions. Specializing in 

wedding photography, Ayan has a knack for capturing the essence of love and celebration in every 

frame. His attention to detail, creativity, and ability to connect with his clients make him a top 

choice for couples looking to document their special day. 

2. Dipanjan Chakraborty Photography: Dipanjan Chakraborty is a versatile photographer 

whose portfolio encompasses a wide range of genres, including portrait photography, fashion 

https://jeetphotography.in/


shoots, and event coverage. With a keen eye for composition and lighting, Dipanjan creates 

stunning visual narratives that resonate with viewers. Whether it's a fashion editorial, a corporate 

event, or a family portrait session, Dipanjan's professionalism and artistic vision shine through in 

every photograph. 

3. Soumya Shankar Ghosal Photography: Soumya Shankar Ghosal is a talented Best 

Photographer in Kolkata known for his expertise in architectural photography and travel 

photography. With a passion for exploring the city's rich heritage and capturing its hidden gems, 

Soumya's photographs showcase Kolkata's unique blend of history and modernity. His attention 

to detail and ability to capture the essence of a place make him a top choice for clients seeking 

captivating images of Kolkata's iconic landmarks and cultural heritage. 

4. Anirban Brahma Photography: Anirban Brahma is a passionate photographer whose love for 

nature and wildlife shines through in his work. Specializing in wildlife photography and outdoor 

adventures, Anirban's photographs capture the raw beauty of nature and the fascinating world of 

wildlife. Whether it's an elusive tiger in the Sundarbans or the majestic landscapes of the 

Himalayas, Anirban's images transport viewers to remote corners of the natural world, inspiring 

awe and appreciation for the wonders of nature. 
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5. Priyanka Bhattacharya Photography: Priyanka Bhattacharya is a talented lifestyle 

photographer who excels at capturing the beauty of everyday moments and the essence of human 

connections. With a focus on storytelling and authenticity, Priyanka's photographs reflect the 

warmth, joy, and intimacy of her subjects. Whether it's a family gathering, a newborn baby shoot, 

or a portrait session, Priyanka's photographs evoke emotions and memories that last a lifetime. 

In conclusion, Kolkata is home to a diverse community of talented photographers who excel at 

preserving cherished memories through their artistry and skill. Whether you're looking to 

document a special occasion, capture the beauty of Kolkata's landscapes, or simply immortalize 

everyday moments, these top photographer options in Kolkata offer exceptional services and 

expertise to ensure that your memories are preserved for years to come. 
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